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A proposition for a cancer treatment study using radioactivemetal
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ABSTRACT
Cancer is a serious pathological condition of abnormal cells are gathered in tumors in the body's
tissues or organs. Due to their accelerated metabolism, cancer cells require a great demand for
energy, protein (cell structure substrates), and metabolic enzyme activity. If the body does not
respond adequately to this demand, themetabolic processes of cancer cells will be hampered, and
their growthwill be limited or even stopped. It is possible to control themetabolic processes of the
cancerous tumors by performing one or more of the following approaches: stopping the energy
and cell structure substrate supply, inhibiting enzymic activity, and/or destroying cancer cells with
external agents (such as radiation and/or chemicals). These approaches have been investigated
either in single or combination modes, but so far the results obtained have not been on par with
expectations. In this paper, we propose a method of cancer treatment which entails the use of a
radioisotope instead of stable metal to break down the structure of metal co-factor enzyme and to
deactivate its catalytic function. With a judicious choice of the metal radioisotope, this method is
even able to perform all the above-mentioned approaches, and at the same time, giving a much
better efficacy in cancer treatment.
Key words: beta decay, electron capture, Enzyme, M*-enzyme, M-enzyme, metal cofactor-
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INTRODUCTION
Cancer disease is a big challenge to human health.
Nowadays, efforts have been made towards finding a
treatment for cancers, however, the results have not
yet been satisfactory 1–5. Cancer cells have a great de-
mand for energy and proteins, which requires a high
enzymic activity. Based on these requirements, it is
possible to control or stop the metabolic processes in
cancer cells by performing one or more of the follow-
ing approaches:
(a) preventing the energy supply;
(b) terminating the supply of cell structure substrates;
(c) terminating the catalytic activity of metabolic en-
zymes (by deactivating them and/or breaking down
their structures); and
(d) destroying cancerous cells via external agents
(such as radiation and/or chemicals).
Among these approaches, stopping the catalytic ac-
tivity of metabolic enzymes can play an important
role in preventing the reproduction process of cancer
cells. Enzymes are classified into two main categories:
pure protein-enzymes and co-factor-enzymes. The
co-factor-enzymes can accept metal as a co-factor.
Hereafter, themetal co-factor-enzymewill be denoted
M-enzyme. The stability of M-enzyme depends on
the stability of its components.

In this study, we are interested in the stability of the
metal co-factor enzyme. If the metal is unstable, the
enzyme will also be unstable. Its structure will be bro-
ken and/or its catalytic function will be disrupted. By
replacing a stable metal M with its radioisotope M*,
this unstable nuclide will be transformed into another
element by β-decay or electron capture, thus deacti-
vating the catalytic function of the enzyme involved
in cancer cell reproduction process.

HYPOTHESIS/OPINION
It is well-known thatβ-decay and electron capture can
transform a metal element M into another element
that stands just before (hereafter denoted X) or just
after (denoted Y) the element M in the Periodic Table
of Elements.
Clearly, we can replace the metal M in an M-enzyme
by using one of its radioisotopesM*, which will trans-
form itself into X or Y as mentioned above. This is
feasible because M and M* are chemically identical;
thus, theM*-enzyme biosynthesis process in the body
is similar to the M-enzyme biosynthesis process. On
the other hand,M* can be produced in local or nearby
nuclear research facilities.
The replacement of M by M* can lead to the nu-
clear transformation of M* into X or Y. As a result,
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the M*-enzymes will be deactivated . The cancer cell
metabolism will be perturbed. New M*-enzymes will
continue to be created due to the need for the synthe-
sis of substances in the remaining cancer cells until
the last M* available.
When the cofactor radioisotopes in enzyme
molecules are transformed, not only do they generate
particles and bremsstrahlung (in β-decay case) but
they also emit other radiations, such as γ- and X-rays
(in both β-decay and electron capture cases). Most
enzyme molecules are concentrated in the extra-
cellular fluid of cancer cells, whereas biochemical
reactions for bringing nutrients and metal ions into
the cell occur on the cell membrane. In addition to
the deactivation of M*-enzyme, nuclear transforma-
tion processes also irradiate in-situ the neighboring
cancer cells, with the shooting probability of almost
one hundred percent. Moreover, the recoil nuclei
from β-decay in M*-enzymes might have enough
energy to break down the structure of an enzyme or
protein molecule situated in its pathway. Another
important effect of radiation is the generation of
free radicals, such as H+, OH−, and H2O2. These
free radicals will, in turn, interfere with metabolic
processes in cancer cells. They can damage DNA
structure, oxidize substrate molecules and, deactivate
other enzymes.
This proposed method may present a side effect, due
to possible M* nuclear transformation outside the
cancer tumor area. If M* is injected directly into
the tumor, this side effect will no longer be signifi-
cant. The remaining problem is the internal radiation
on the tissues outside the tumor by high-energy b -
particles, γ- and X-rays, and bremsstrahlung due to
M* nuclear transformations inside the tumor. How-
ever, M* dosage for each intravenous injection can be
estimated to limit these internal radiation to the levels
significantly lower than the commonly accepted levels
in external irradiation methods.
In summary, the replacement of stable metal M by its
radioisotope M* in M-enzymes is a new concept in
cancer treatment, which applies M-enzyme deactiva-
tion and tumor cell destruction based on in-situ inter-
nal irradiation.
However, to confirm the proposed assumptions, we
first have to perform the following work:
(1) Searching and classifying all M-enzymes present
in different types of cancer, then obtaining chemical
and nuclear characteristics of the related metals.
(2) Producing radioisotope M* of these metals which
meet the following conditions:
— Being β-decay or electron capture nuclides with
high nuclear...transformation probability.

— Having a long half-life to be transported to tumor
cells and having sufficient medical operation time.
(3) Finding appropriate carrier solutions to bring M*
to the enzyme biosynthesis areas, where the protein
can find the right metal to create M*-enzymes.
(4) The limitation of the proposed method is that
healthy tissues around the cancerous tumor could also
be irradiated. To avoid this harmful effect, it is nec-
essary to apply a simulation method to estimate the
dose distribution of beta and other radiations for each
type of radioisotope and the optimal doses to be used.
Other side effects have also to be carefully studied.
To illustrate the deactivation of metal cofactor en-
zymes, we will take an example of Hexokinase, which
is the most important enzyme in the cancer develop-
ment process because it is involved in the cell energy
supply cycle (Figure 1). Hexokinase uses Magnesium
(Mg) as a co-factor. Since Hexokinase concentration
is about 200 times higher in cancer cells than in nor-
mal cells 6, the demand for Mg in hexokinase biosyn-
thesis in the tumor region is very high. Mg-28 7 is
a radioisotope of Magnesium with a half-life of 21.3
hours. If Mg-28 is injected into the body or the tu-
mor, it will be involved in hexokinase synthesis, sim-
ilarly as Mg. Mg-28 will emit beta particles accompa-
nied by photons andmultiple X-rays and will decay to
form radioisotope Al-28 that will decay itself to form
stable Si-28. Al-28 has a half-life of 2.4 minutes. It
will emit a high-energy beta particle together with a
photon and multiple X-rays. Both radioisotopes will
irradiate in situ tumor cells with high accuracy. How-
ever, Al and Si are no longer cofactors in Hexokinase,
and thus the enzyme loses its catalytic function or is
deactivated. Thus, the energy supply to cancer cells is
limited, preventing the development of tumors.
There are many co-factor metals M-enzymes 9. Apart
from Mg-enzyme, the co-factor metals include: Mn,
Ca, Mo, Co, Fe, Zn, K, Na, and Ni; which should be
investigated in future studies.

CONCLUSIONS
To conclude, our proposed method related to the
use of M*-enzymes can lead to a better combina-
tion of two traditional cancer treatment methods
(chemotherapy and radiotherapy). This method has
the following advantages:
(1) It can deactivate M-enzymes and stop their cat-
alytic functions by M* nuclear transformation.
(2) It can in situ irradiate and destroy tumor cells by
beta-particles, γ, X and bremsstrahlung radiations,
and break down protein molecules and other sub-
strates by free oxidation radicals generated along ra-
diation pathway.
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Figure 1: Hexokinase enzyme 8 catalyzes the reaction to supply energy to the cell. Mg2+ will change to
Al3+ and then Si after bothMg-28, and Al-28 decays, resulting in the enzyme being inactivated.

It is generally capable to perform almost all steps si-
multaneously to control the metabolic process of can-
cer cells. For Mg-28 used as Mg*, all four measures
can be performed. This report presents new ideas for
cancer treatment which have not been supported yet
by empirical evidence. The author wishes to start this
study and arewilling to co-operatewith other research
groups to clarify the contents of this article and to de-
sign specific experiments to turn these ideas into re-
ality.
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